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A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF INTONA- 
TION FOR THE VOICE SOURCE 

Abstract 

This paper reports the results of a pilot study on how intonational variables 
interact to determine characteristics of the voice source in English. By sys- 
tematic variation of melody and voice levels within a sentence "Go from 
large up largest", it was possible to collect data on high and low FO levels at 5 
different voice intensity levels. Voice source parameters sampled from these 
conditions show systematic trends that do not in all respecls conform with 
simple assumptions about underlying laryngeal behaviour and subglottal 
pressures. Thus, contrary to expectation, pulse skewing towards the right in- 
creased with FO level at a constant voice effort. Pulse skewing also increased 
with overiill voice effort. These phenomena are discussed with respect to 
general theory and previous investigations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent irnprovements in speech synthesis make it possible to envision practical applications in 
which extencled passages of synthetic speech are used to convey complex infonnation. How- 
ever, many listeners still find the intonation of synthetic speech unacceptable; deficiencies are 
particularly evident in extended passages, where they can lead to poor cotnprehensioli of how 
different parts of the infonnation are grouped and related to each other. This is the case even 
though algorithms have been developed for synthesizing fundamental frequency contours 
which closely resemble ones found in natural speech (Anderson, Pierrehumbert, & Libennan, 
1984; Fujisaki & Hirose, 1984; Pierrehumbert & Beclunan, 1988). 

One contrilx~ting factor is the fact that current algorithms for syndiesizing prosody map the 
underlying pattem into fundamental frequency alone, without attempting to model other dif- 
ferences in the voice source. The importance of such differences is illustrated in Fig. I .  This 
figure shows two narrow band sections for the vowel /a/ in the word "large", both spoken by 
the sane  speaker. The FO value for both samples is 139 Hz. In one case, the word was spoken 
relatively high in the speaker's range at a low voice level (as if speaking quietly to a person 
close by). In the other, the speaker used a high voice level (as if projecting his voice across a 
large room), but because he used a different sentence intonation pattem, the word occurred 
towards tlie bottom of his range. In the first, the amplitude of the fundatnental is 4 tlB higher 
than the atnplitude of F1. In the other, it is 10 tU3 lower. In the fint. there is  a 35 clR tlifference 
between tlie FO amplitude and the ampljtucle of F3. In the qecond, this clitfele~~oe i s  on ly  I0 
dB. Fig 2 shows estimates of the glottal flow tleiiviltive oht:rit~ecl I7y i ~ l v e r ~ e  filtering ttie q;irne 
speech s:unples. The first satnple has a much greatet open quotient than the seconcl ant1 a rilore 
gradual retuni phase 

Failure to model such effects not only leads to unnatural voice quality. Probably, it also 
~nakes intonational differences less perceptible than in natural speech. Poor phonetic differen- 
tiation of different intonational categories may contribute to the impression that the infonna- 
tional organization is not well marked in synthetic speech. 

*Dept. of Linguistics, ATSrT Bell Laboratories (Current address: Dept of Linguistics, Northwestern 
Universi(y ). 
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stressed syllables hi the sentence, he can make a selection from the English inventory of "pitch 
accents." Beclunan & Pierrehurnbert (1986) list six different pitch accents, each a specification 
of a level hi tlie overall pitch range or a niovelnent between two levels. Three types are used in 
this study: low, high, arid stepping. The data collected concenied tlie behaviour of tlie source 
at the pitch accent locations. A speaker also rnarks phrasal boundaries with additional ~nelodic 
elelnents (Pierrehurnbert, 1980; Beclunan & Pierrehumbert, 1986). The treatment of the 
phrasal boundaries varied in this study, but this variation was not analyzed, because only the 
pitch accent locations had appropriate segmental material. 

The other dhnension of variation in the study was voice level. Voice level, which is often 
viewed as peripheral to the linguistic system, nonetheless plays an important role in conveyhig 
the organization of extended texts in English as well as in other languages. The speaker raises 
his voice at tlie beginning of major groupings of sentences, and he adjusts his voice level 
plwase-by-pllrase to highlight and background different infonnatiori. 

The consequences of phrasal voice level for FO contours have been rather extensively in- 
vestigated. In Pierrehu~nbert & Beclunan (1988) and Liberman & Pierrehumbert (1984) 
plu-ases are taken to have an overall pitch range which cotltrols how elements of the tnelody 
are realized as FO target values. In the lnodel developed by Fujisaki and his colleagues, see 
Fujisaki & Hirose (1984) and Fujisaki, Hirose, & Ohtas (1Y7Y), FO values arise fsorri the su- 
pelyosition of a phrasal contour with the contours contributed by local melodic elements. Al- 
though these approaches differ in many respects, they share the idea that phrase-level control 
of FO contributes to the FO value observed at any particular point in an utterance. 

FO is far frori~. the only phonetic correlate of voice level. It has been known at least since the 
studies by Fant (1959) that raising or lowering the voice has very pronounced effects on the 
speech spectrum. These effects can be traced to the differences in the shape of the glottal 
wavefonn which arise as the subglottal pressure is varied, and also as different adjustriients ate 
made to tlie vocal folcls. A raised voice is typically more pressed: tlie vocal folds are Inore atl- 
ductecl, giving rise to a shorter open quotient and a sharper closing than for a r~or~iial voice. 
These ac!justments increase the atnplitude of tlie high frequencies relative to the fundamental. 
In a loweretl voice, the vocal folds are abducted, and they even may fail to achieve contact any 
time during the period. The amplitude of the fundamental is raised relative to the atnplitude of 
the harmonics, and aspiration noise may become a significant component of the source. 

Although it is well known that voice level affects these parameters in addition to FO, their 
role in tlie production of intonation has not been well studied. More data are needed in order to 
liiodel these parameters in the sarne way that FO has been modelled. In this study, an experi- 
niental tlesign is applied which has proved to be valuable for the construction of FO tnodels: 
orthogonal variation of overall voice level illid melody type. The lhiguistic phorietic structure 
is elucidated by examining how different melodies are produced at the sarne voice level, and 
how the satiie riielocly is produced in different voice levels. 

order to analyze experimental data and clevelop ;I ~notlel. a [-ra~ameteriz:~tior~ of the 
source is neetled. Here, we use the Lil.jenc~atlts-Fant (01 I,F) ~>at:uileterizatior~ of tilt.  :l it flour 
through the glottis. which is described hi Fruit. Liljencl itllts. Kc Li~l ( I Q83) Tile ~ l ~ ~ l t r l  pat ~ I I I -  
eterizes the flow derivative rather than the flow itself. Pulw shapes tot tlie 11ow derivative 
have two segments. The form of the first is given in Eq. ( 1  ). and the fonn of the qeco~ld is 
given in Eq. (2): 
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The four parameters of the model can be computed from rneasure~nents of tlie inverse fij- 
teretl speech. 111 practice, estimates of the beginning of the opening phase, the flow maximutii 
(or zero- crossing hi the derivative), the maxhnum negative excitation E,, and the dynatnic 
leakage are used to establish a fit. These points were all indicated in Fig. 3. It is important to 
understand that this and all other schemes for sumnarizing glottal flow can be ~nathernatically 
reexpressed in rnany different fonns. Thus, such models make no particular claims about 
which thne or frequency domain measures are the most correct or insightful. Instead, their sci- 
entific contribution is at a more abstract level: they make claitns about the number of signifi- 
catit tlh~~ensions of variation in the source, what constrains the relations suno~ig dhnensions, 
and how tinie-domahi measures are related to nleasures hi the spectral domain. 

A ~lumbel- of factors which may prove to be significant are neglected hi this approach. 
There is 110 attempt to esthnate the contribution of aspiration noise to the source. The contri- 
hution of suhgJotta1 poles and zeroes, which is probably significant for phonation niodes with 
a relatively open glottis, is neglected. Acoustic interaction at the glottis, and all other nonlin- 
earities, are ignored. The sitnplified approach is excused by the fact that it still captures niany 
gross differences hi the source, and thus promises to provide useful steps towards at1 hnproved 
understanciing . 

H 

Go f r o m  l a r g e  up t o  l a r g e s t .  

G o  f r o m  l a r g e  up t o  l a r g e s t  

Go f r o m  l a r g e  up t o  l a r g e s t .  
Fig .  4.  lrttonation patterrts used in the experinzertt, as t1tc.y M ~ P I . P  ~ketclled . f o r .  tltc ~uI?je(-t: 

t l i ~  "Ck)wrtstep patter.rzt1, the "declarative patter*ril', and the "cotitr.adictiort pattcr.riV. 
"H" labels parts ofthe nzelody pi.oduced at tlle top of the pitclt rartge for rlle utter- 
uric-e. "L" labels parts of the rnelody produced at tlte bottont of the pitch r.artge.fir 
tlto utter-artcv. 



2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND. PROCEDURES 

2.1 Materials 
Different renditions of the sentence "Go froni large up to largest" were used hi the experinlent. 
This sentence was designed with three considerations in mind. First, the sane syllable, "large" 
appears both early and late in the sentence, making it possible to look for positional effects. 
Second, the vowel in this target syllable, /a/, has a high first fonnant value, so that inverse fil- 
tering could be done more reliably than for some other sounds. Inverse filtering is a critical 
prelitnhary step to fitting the LF moclel hi the t h e  domain. Third, the semantics of the sen- 
tence allow it to be produced naturally with a variety of different intonation patterns. 

Three intonation patterns were used in the study. All three had two pitch accents, one (the 
prenuclear accent) on the word "large" and the second (the nuclear accent) on the word 
"largest". In the "downstep pattern", the prenuclear accent appears as a fundamental frequency 
peak. The fundamental frequency steps down to an intermediate value at the nuclear accent, 
and then falls further to the bottom of the pitch range at the end of the sentence. In the 
"declarative" pattern, the fundamental frequency is higher in nuclear position than in prenu- 
clear position. As in the downstep pattern, the FO falls to the bottom of the range after the nu- 
clear accent. In the "contradiction" pattern, both the prenuclear and nuclear accents are very 
low UI the speaker's pitch range. The fundamental frequency rises after the nuclear accent 
rather than falling. The three pattems are sketched hl Fig. 4, as they were on the cards which 
the subject read during the experiment. As is clear from the figure, the materials provided 
speech samples ranging from the bottom to the top of the speaker's current pitch range, in both 
the prenuclear and nuclear positions. In subsequent figures and discussion, "H" or "high" will 
be used to refer to data points from the prenuclear position in the downstep pattern and the nu- 
clear position in the declarative pattern. "L" or "low" will be used to refer to either prenuclear 
or nuclear data points from the contradiction pattern. 
The thee  ultonation pattems were produced in five different voice levels. Voice level 3 

was the normal voice level, and the others were defined in relation to it. Level 2 was "lower" 
and level 1 was "yet lower". Similarly, level 4 was "higher" and level 5 was "yet higher". In 
the sub-ject's productions, level 1 appeared to be suitable for intimate conversation, while level 
5 appeared suitable for projecting the voice in a noisy room. 

2.2 Recording procedures 
The speech was recorded in an anechoic chmnber using a B&K nlicrophone and a Sony PCM 
recorder. The recorcling set-up, which has been extensively used in acoustical studies of 
speech at the KTH and the University of Stockholm, is esthnated to have an accurate fre- 
quency ad phase response between 2 Hz and 4000 Hz. The subject attempted to keep his 
mouth a fixed distance from the microphone, so that sound pressure levels would be compara- 
ble across sentences. However, no head clamp was used. 

The subject was a Inale native speaker of American Englisll. Protlucing the fifteen variants 
of the sentence in randomized orders proved to be too clifficulr. so a fixecl ortiet was used. First 
the subject spoke in  a nonnal voice, then in a lower voice. mid then in a11 even lowper voice. 
After this, lie spoke above a nonnal voice and then in an even hipher voice. For each voice 
level, tlie tlu-ee intonation patterns were then p~oduced in tile ortler: clownstel,, cleclalative, 
contradiction. The speaker repeated the pattern if he felt he had proclucetl it incorrectly. Tell 
repetitions of tlie utterance set were recorded. 

Due to the great range of overall amplitudes produced, it was impossible to maintain a 
fixed setting of the amplifier and still have adequate dynamic range in the lowest voice levels. 
For this reason, the amplification was reduced by 10 dB in voice levels four and five. Subse- 
quent processing of the measurements corrected for this adjust~nent. 
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2.3 Measurement procedures 
Tlie speech was digitized at 16 KHz with 12 bit accuracy, using a 6.3 KHz anti-aliasing filter. 
Tlie gain was kept constant through the digitization session in order to assure comparability of 
mneasurenients. 

Digital wide-band spectrograms were made of all the tokens, which were used to establish 
thiie-points for analysis. The points selected were in the middle of the vowel hi "large", just 
before tlie second formant began the rise induced by the following palatal. This point roughly 
coincides with the allplitude maxhnum of the vowel, and also precedes the drop in the third 
fonnant clue to the following /r/. 

Narrow band spectral sections at this point were used to determine the FO. 
One set of fifteen variants was selected for the intensive analysis which is reported Iiere. 

This was the fifth repetition of the set, which had been produced without any self-corrections 
by the speaker. At the analysis points in these tokens, the speech was first inverse-filtered us- 
irig an iritelactive program written by Johan Liljencrants. Prelbninay zero-phase high pass 
filtering at 20 Hz was used to remove slow variations due to air movelnents in the recording 
chrunher. The inverse-filtering procedure itself, which is described in more detail in Gobl 
( IYXS) ,  assumes 9 poles in the 0 to 8000 Hz frequency range of the speech. The researcher 
selects zeloes which, when applied as a filter to the speech, suppress peaks in the spectral (lo- 
tilahi and fonnant ringing hi the time domain. Ordinarily, standard bandwidths are used for a 
prelitnhaty fit, and the bandwidths are readjusted if noticeable discrepancies are observed. 
Tlie zetoes ate then h~te~preted as tlie resonances of the vocal tract, while tlie lesidue tepre- 
sents the glottal flow derivative. The signal can be integrated to give a picture of the glottal 
flow, hut following Ananthapadmanabha (1984) and Fant & al. (1985) we view the flow 
derivative as being of more hnniediate descriptive interest. 

The LF model was fit to the estimated flow derivative, using a program developed by 
Anatithapadmanabha. Again, the procedure is described in more detail in GGo (1988). The re- 
searcher marks on the waveform the beginning of the opening gesture, the flow maximum (or 
zero-crossing in the derivative), the lnaxinlum negative derivative, and a11 index of the dy- 
namic leakage. These points determine an LF fit, via the equations laid out in Fant & al. 
(1985). A nlodel waveform and a spectrum are computed, and compared to the measured sig- 
nal. The time poults are readjusted if there are systematic errors either the the-domain or 
spectral matches. 

The tneasures of the source which will be <iiscussed here are EE, TA, OQ, and RK, as es- 
tablishetl by the iiiotlel fit. EE and TA (E, and t,) are as shown in Fig. 3. EE is a measure of 
tlie excitation strength. The absolute value is reported. TA is a measure of the dynaniic leak- 
age. OQ, the open quotient. is defined as (t,-tO)/To; that is, only the pulse up to tlie major dis- 
continuity is consiciered to be "open", and the dynamic leakage is neglected. This measure has 
been found to behave more similarly to the traditional understanding of open yuotierlt than a 
measure including the leakage (Gobl, 1988). RK, defined as t,,/(t -to). i s a  measure of glott:~l P 
pulse sytntiletry. It takes a value of 1 . 0  when the opening ant1 closing .;egments of tlie C l ( t )  
pulse have the satlie tluration. Values above I .O inc~ease it1 ~elatiorl to left~va~tl .;ken. V;\lue? 
helow I .O decrease in relation to rightwartl skew. 111 tlefi~lil~g RK, tlie tly11;~rnic leakage i.; ex- 
cluderl fro111 tlie closhig segment of lT(t) so that the tiieasute will have a well-l7ehavecl telation- 
ship to OQ and to traditional itleas of pulse synltnetry. 

All of these measures coulcl hi principle he esti~nated by single point measurements of the 
inverse-filtered signal. Going through the stage of model fitting allows all points in tlie signal 
to contribute to the values. This stabilizes the measures statistically, particularly in cases 
where there is significant noise or interaction ripple. In these cases, the beginning of the 
opening phase aid the dynamic leakage can be quite difficult to estimate visually. Tlie model 
fit also supports a translation between the time and spectral domains. This is important, be- 
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cause i n  sollie cases tlie differences among alternative interpretations are much more salielit in 
the spectral doriiain than in the time domain. 

Relation of TA to EE in modd fits 

Fig.  5.  Rclarion of TA ro EE in nzodelfits, with a sunznzary rep-essiorz lirte. 

3. RESULTS 
As expected, the FO values for H's were higher than for L's, in all voice levels. The size of the 
difference between H and L increased with voice level, chiefly because the H's were higher. 
The H tone values ranged from 140 Hz at voice level 1 to 225 Hz at voice level 5 .  The L val- 
ues also went up with voice level, from 91 Hz in level 1 to 125 Hz ill level 5 Ihis  outcome is 
hi superficial contradiction to the result of Libennati c9r Pie~reliuniher~ ( lQ84). that the low 
value at the bottom of the range (the "baseline") js invariant for each speaker ;ictoss cllangt.~ ill 

voice level. However. the tneasurelnents in Liberrnarl Pr Pier I ehumhert ( I 988 ) were rnatle at 
the very end of the utterance whereas the rneasurernerits in this experiment were all rnade ut- 
terance-medially. The outcornes can be reconciled hy assuri~ig that wliatever- atl.j~lst~nents the 
speaker makes to raise his voice level are relaxed by the tune lie finishes speaking. 

FO alone was not a good predictor of source characteristics. This was the case because FO is 
only a one-clhnensional parameter, and tlie source data showed structure relating to two di- 
riietisioris: overall voice level, and relative location in the range established by tlie voice level. 
We bring out this point by considering the beliaviour of each of the source parameters EE, TA, 
OQ, and RK as a function of voice level and tone type. 





Opan quotierit as a function of vcice level 

Voice level 
L = low in the range H = high in the range 

Fig. 7 .  0 Q  as a functiort of voice level, separating H and L values. 
In Fig. 7, the open quotient OQ is plotted as a function of voice level and location hl the 

range. Overall, H tones have a greater open quotient than L tones, and higher voice levels have 
a lesser open quotient than lower voice levels. Since cricothyroid contraction is the mahl 
tnechanism for the production of H tones, they involve greater vocal fold tension than L tones. 
From this fact, both the Ishizaka-Flanagan and the Inore elaborated Titze-Talkin nlodels of - 
vocal fold vibration predict that they will show a greater open quotient. The decrease of open 
quotient with voice level can be explained in these tnodels l ~ y  assuming at1 incseasr. in  suh- 
glottal pressure. (See colnputed flow patterns h1 study hy Morlsen. Engebretson. & Velnula 
(1978) of the Ishizaka & Flanagan (1972) model, and in the Titze & Talkill (1979) ~llodel. In 
studying this figure it  is bnportant to bear in ~nintl that either i~lcseasing the voice level or. go- 
ing upwards in the pitch range increases the FO. Thus, FO car1 he seen not to have unifoml con- 
sequences for OQ; the OQ can only be predicted by looking at the underlying lh~guistic rea- 
sons for the particular FO value. 

The synllnetly measure RK is plotted as a function of voice level and location hl the pitch 
range in Fig. 8. All tokens have RK values less than 1.0, indicating rightward skew of the 
pulse shape, as is typically observed. In all voice levels, H tones have lower RK values than 
low tones, indicating greater skew to the right. This result is surprising, since in both the 
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tlie data presented here show that location in the range and voice level affect source 

paraneters clifferently. Given these results, FO alone cantlot be expected to provide an acle- 
cluate phonetic realization of intonation in synthetic speech. The qualitative behaviour of all 
parameters discussecl is consistent with the idea that subglottal pressure is a major mechanism 
for control of voice level, but vocal fold adduction may also be critically involved. A surpris- 
ing contrast was found between OQ, which increases the FO at each voice level as predicted by 
physiological modes, and RK, which decreases with FO contrary to prediction. It is suggested 
that an improved understanding of active FO lowering is needed to explain this discrepancy. 

1?K 2s a iilriciion of voice level 

Voice Ievol 
L = lo,# in tho ranso H = high in the range 

Fig.  8. RK as a,furtctiort of voice level, sepal-atirtg H artd L valucs. 
Tlie very interesting previous work on English intonation hy Monsen ancl colleagues ant1 

(Monsen & Engebretson, 1977; Monsen & al., 1978) also establishetl that descr-ihing the con- 
sequences of different linguistic intents requires reteretlce to a descriptior~ ot tile coulee liich 
is at least two dimensional. By examinuig transitiorls in  o~~eral l  y~ectral ?hap' ancl thr rel;~tion 
of FO to RMS. they identify separate contributions o f  vocal loltl tension ant1 subglottal pres- 
sure to the phonetic expression of intoriatio~i. AJtliougIi their expesimetital clesign contrasted 
declarative and interrogative intonation patterns, presumably exhibiting a contrast between 
stressed H : id  L tones, we are not able to deduce from their report whether or not their results 
on the relative skew for these tones were sirnilar to ours. Their nleasures do not clearly distin- 
guish effects on open quotient from effects on pulse symmetry, ancl while they report contrasts 
in the type of spectral transitions observed withiti each utterance, they do riot provide compari- 
sons of spectral characteristics for comparable locations across utterance types. The generality 
of Monsen & al.'s results is limited by the fact that they obtained the source function with a 
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Sondlii tube (1975), which constrained them to use materials colnprised entirely of neutral 
vowels. In addition, an hifornlal hancllh~g of tlie English intonation system resulted in an ex- 
perirnental design which confounded tone and stress. In spite of these limitations, the study 
re~naitis a valuable effort to relate source characteristics to the speaker's commilunicative inten- 
tions. 

More recent ancl sophisticated work on the description of the source increases the number 
of cthnensions of variation which rnight be conjectured to function in co~lmunication. The 
materials in the present experiment are not well suited to placing an upper bound on the num- 
ber of independent dinlensions of variation. The experimental design was three dimensional, 
and one dhnension (the prenuclear-nuclear distinction) was not a strong candidate for being 
related to an hltlepetldent physiological dhnension. In particular, the materials do not allow us 
to separate the roles of ligament stress ant1 vocalis stress in the Titze-Talkin model. Nonethe- 
less, the study rnakes a srnall contribution in this direction by supporting Gobl's suggestion 
that paraneter TA of the LF model is predictable from EE. Further experiments in which the 
linguistic factors controlling the source are orthogonally varied will be needed to elucidate this 
issue fully. 
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